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FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF THE 
ECO-FLOW DAY-USE TUBING SET:

    Saves fluid by not requiring the remaining 
fluid to be discarded after the end of a surgi-
cal case

   Saves tubing costs, as the main pump tubing 
stays in place throughout the surgical day. 
Only the patient portion of the tubing set 
needs to be replaced for each case.

   Saves set-up time.  Only the patient portion 
of the tubing set needs to be passed off  
from the sterile field before each case.  The 
pump portion of the tubing set stays in place the 
entire surgical day and no additional new fluid 
bags need to be spiked until the old ones are  
completely empty.

THE ECO-FLOW DAY-USE TUBING SET 
OFFERS TWO UNIQUE PARTS:

    Touch-Proof Connectors:  Keeps contamination 
from entering the site where the patient and 
pump tubing connect.

    Backflow Check Valve:  Reduces the risk for 
contamination by not allowing fluid to flow 
back through the tube set toward the Pump 
Tubing Set.

The EcoFlow Day-Use Tubing Set can be used with 
either the 10k or 24k fluid arthroscopic pumps for 
an added flexibility to your medical facility.

Contact your local ConMed Linvatec Sales Rep for more information and ordering.THINK BLUE. SAVE GREEN.

The Eco-Flow™ Day-Use Tubing Set is a cost-effective two-part tubing set that  
allows the pump tubing to stay in place through the surgical day. Only the patient  
portion of the tubing set is replaced after each case.

The Eco-Flow Day-Use Pump Tubing (10K600) will stay on the pump throughout the  
surgical day, while the Eco-Flow Single-Use Patient Tubing (10k605) extends to the  
sterile field, and is discarded after each case.

Catalog No. Qty

 10k600 Eco-Flow Day-Use Pump Tubing 4

 10k605 Eco-Flow Single-Use Patient Tubing 12

ORDERING INFORMATION

day-use tubing set

10K600

10K605

Touch-Proof Connectors

Backflow Check Valve


